
 American Inspiration 
Thoughts for today and every day . . .  

“Enthusiasm is the best protection in any situation.  Wholeheartedness is  
contagious.   Give yourself ,  i f  you wish to get others.”   David Seabury 

•••••• 
“No tree becomes rooted and sturdy unless many a wind assails  it .   For by 
its  very tossing it  t ightens its  grip and plants its  roots more securely;  the 

fragile trees are those that have grown in a sunny valley.”   Seneca 

•••••• 
“To dream anything that you want to dream—that is  the beauty of  the 
human mind.  To do anything you want to do—that is  the strength of  

human will .   To trust yourself  to test your l imits—that is  the courage to 
succeed.”   

•••••• 

 “Do each daily task the best we can; act as though the eye of  opportunity 
were always upon us.”   Will iam Feather 

 

American Update  

This weekend we have three great contest locations…..Lone Star State 
Championship in Austin, North Texas Regionals in Rockwall and Houston Coastal 
in Katy.  All have many wonderful teams that will be competing.  Make sure to visit 
our web site to see the schedules and who will be there!   
 

Also, visit our American Dance/Drill Team Facebook page and see over 200 
photos that have been uploaded by us and others of the Super Bowl XLV halftime 
show! 
 
Inspiration of the Week 

 
Today is Yesterday's Tomorrow 



by Jim Rohn 
 
The problem with waiting until tomorrow is that when it finally arrives, it is called today.  Today is yesterday's 
tomorrow. The question is what did we do with its opportunity? All too often we will waste tomorrow as we wasted 
yesterday, and as we are wasting today. All that could have been accomplished can easily elude us, despite our 
intentions, until we inevitably discover that the things that might have been have slipped from our embrace a single, 
unused day at a time. 
 
Each of us must pause frequently to remind ourselves that the clock is ticking. The same clock that began to tick 
from the moment we drew our first breath will also someday cease. 
 
Time is the great equalizer of all mankind. It has taken away the best and the worst of us without regard for either. 
Time offers opportunity but demands a sense of urgency. 
 
When the game of life is finally over, there is no second chance to correct our errors. The clock that is ticking away 
the moments of our lives does not care about winners and losers. It does not care about who succeeds or who fails. 
It does not care about excuses, fairness or equality. The only essential issue is how we played the game. 
 
Regardless of a person's current age, there is a sense of urgency that should drive them into action now - this very 
moment. We should be constantly aware of the value of each and every moment of our lives - moments that seem 
so insignificant that their loss often goes unnoticed. 
 
We still have all the time we need.  We still have lots of chances - lots of opportunities - lots of years to show what 
we can do. For most of us, there will be a tomorrow, a next week, a next month, and a next year. But unless we 
develop a sense of urgency, those brief windows of time will be sadly wasted, as were the weeks and months and 
years before them. 
There isn't an endless supply! 
 
So as you think of your dreams and goals of your future tomorrow, begin today to take those very important first 
steps to making them all come to life. 
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